We identify a refinement algebra for reasoning about probabilistic program transformations in a totalcorrectness setting. The algebra is equipped with operators that determine whether a program is enabled or terminates respectively. As well as developing the basic theory of the algebra we demonstrate how it may be used to explain key differences and similarities between standard (i.e. non-probabilistic) and probabilistic programs and verify important transformation theorems for probabilistic action systems.
Introduction
Probabilistic programs, programs in which probabilistic choices may be made, have applications in areas such as distributed computing and reliable systems modelling. In order to be able to reason about such programs one would like a technique for understanding how and when it is possible to transform one probabilistic program into another while preserving some notion of correctness. For example, suppose we have a program do e (a do b od) l r od
in which e, a, b, l and r represent programs which may include discrete probabilistic choices (we use x p ⊕ y to denote the discrete probabilistic choice in which x is executed with probability p and y is taken with probability 1 − p), in addition to the more commonplace operators sequential composition, ; , and nondeterministic choice, , which may be used to represent design freedom in specifications, or uncertainty. These programs may implicitly contain a guard, which denotes when they are enabled to be executed. Program (1), which we shall refer to as a probabilistic action system [ST96] , may be used to represent the concurrent execution of atomic actions, e, (a do b od), l and r by an unfair scheduler: on each iteration the scheduler nondeterministically selects an enabled action for execution; it continues execution indefinitely, or until all of the actions become disabled. We may like to know under what circumstances is it possible to replace Program (1) by another, say
A very general refinement algebra
We use the term refinement algebra to refer to the set of abstract algebras closely related to Kleene algebra that are suitable for reasoning about programs in a total-correctness framework. The most studied of these algebras is von Wright's demonic refinement algebra (dRA) [vW02, vW04] , a variant of Kleene algebra which is sound with respect to program models, like the infinitely conjunctive predicate transformers, in which only one form of nondeterministic choice is expressible. As noted by von Wright [vW04] , the demonic refinement algebra is not suitable for program models like the isotone predicate transformers in which both demonic and angelic choices are present. As a result, he proposed a generalised algebra, the general refinement algebra (gRA), which is suitable for such a model. This algebra, which is also related to the algebras presented in [MCM06, TF06, M04] , is relatively new and unexplored. The axioms of the demonic refinement algebra are also not sound with respect to program models, like those used in [MH08b] , in which discrete probabilistic choice as well as either one or two forms of nondeterministic choice coexist. However, we observe here that the general refinement algebra axioms are, and that this algebra is a very simple, but powerful tool for probabilistic program reasoning. In this section we outline von Wright's general refinement algebra, and we discuss its suitability for probabilistic programs. We also investigate and develop further the basic theory of the algebra. The two main motivating probabilistic program models we refer to are the nondeterministic and the dually nondeterministic expectation transformers [MMS96, MM05, MM01a] which were investigated in the concrete-algebraic work of Meinicke and Hayes [MH08b] . Details of these models and soundness arguments may be found in Appendixes A.1 and A.2. 
Axiomatisation
The general refinement algebra is axiomatised over the operators ; , , * , and ω , and the constants and 1.
The elements of the carrier set can be seen as probabilistic program statements. The operators should then be understood so that is demonic choice-a choice we cannot affect and which is not made with respect to any probability-and ; is sequential composition. The constant is magic, a program statement that establishes any postcondition; and 1 is skip. Weak iteration * (the Kleene star) can be seen as an iteration of any finite length.
Strong iteration
ω is an iteration that either terminates or goes on infinitely. The strong iteration operator may be used to model well-known programming statements such as while-loops, which are possibly non-terminating. While-loops that are certainly terminating may be more specifically modelled using the weak iteration operator. We also define a refinement ordering on the algebra by x y ⇔ df x y x to be read "y establishes anything that x does and possibly more" (intuitively, if x is refined by y, then a demon would always choose x since y can do anything that x does and possibly more; by choosing x the demon has a better chance of winning).
1
Definition 2.1 A general refinement algebra (gRA) is a structure over the signature
satisfying the following axioms and rules ( has least precedence, followed by ;, and then * and ω , which have equal precedence-we omit ; so that x ; y is written xy when no confusion can arise):
where the order is defined by x y ⇔ df x y x .
To model program abortion, we define a constant ⊥ by
and it is easily verified via axioms (15) and (8) that ⊥ x and ⊥x ⊥
7 hold for any x [vW02] , so ⊥ is a least element and is right annihilating. In a program interpretation, ⊥ may be seen as abort, a program establishing no postcondition. It is easy to prove that all the operators are isotone in all their arguments with respect to and that is a partial order. The general refinement algebra is sound with respect to both the set of nondeterministic, and dually nondeterministic expectation transformers over a possibly infinite state space. (See Appendixes A.1 and A.2.)
Discussion
Let us look a bit closer at some of the axioms. Like demonic refinement algebra, most of those not pertaining to the strong iteration operator should be familiar from Kleene algebra: in fact two of the Kleene algebra axioms are absent and one has been modified. The annihilation axiom x is absent since it is not suitable for models, like the expectation-transformer models used in [MH08b] , in which non-terminating behaviour cannot be modified by executing subsequent commands-including . For the same reason it is also excluded from other algebras including the demonic refinement algebra [vW02] and Möller's Lazy Kleene algebra [M04] . The remaining two axioms from Kleene algebra (and demonic refinement algebra) which have been, respectively, modified and elided are right distributivity,
and the induction axiom
As noted by Meinicke and Hayes [MH06] , these properties do not hold for programs which exhibit branching behaviour, and so right-distributivity is suitably weakened to right sub-distributivity (axiom (10)) and the induction axiom is elided. Although the induction axiom is elided in the general algebra, a weakening of this axiom has been shown to be valid for general refinement algebras that satisfy additional properties. Any general refinement algebra that is also a complete lattice 3 (induced by the ordering ), and for which each element x of the carrier set is semi-cocontinuous 4 has the following induction property for all x , y and z in the carrier set:
We thus refer to a general refinement algebra which takes (20) as an additional axiom as a semi-cocontinuous general refinement algebra (scc. gRA). 5 The axiom (20) is independent of the axioms of general refinement algebra, just as (19) is also independent [Koz90] : in fact, the same example used by Kozen in [Koz90] , may also be used to prove independence in our case.
For finite state spaces, both the set of nondeterministic and dually nondeterministic expectation transformers are complete lattices whose elements are semi-cocontinuous [MH08b] . Consequently, as shown by Meinicke and Hayes [MH08b] , they also satisfy unfolding axiom (20). On the other hand, for infinite state spaces, semi-continuity is lost in both models and axiom (20) fails to hold [Mei08] .
In gRA, we have that axiom (13) is equivalent to
and (20) is equivalent to
This may be verified in the same way as the equivalence of axiom (13) and (21), and of (19) and
in Kleene algebra [Koz94] .
3 That is, each subset of the carrier set has a least upper bound and a greatest lower bound [DP90] . 4 An element x of a complete lattice is semi-cocontinuous if for all non-empty codirected subsets of the carrier set Y ,
, and the greatest lower bound of a set of elements Y is written as ( y ∈ Y • y). 5 We have earlier referred to this structure as a probabilistic demonic refinement algebra, but we find scc. gRA more apt. Property (22) is taken as an axiom in the probabilistic Kleene algebra [MCM06] instead of (20). As mentioned above, it is not always valid for probabilistic models, in particular infinite state space models-this motivates its absence in gRA.
In Kleene algebra (and dRA), the induction axiom (19) has a "matching" unfolding property,
which is derivable from the axioms, excluding (19) . In general refinement algebra, this property is not derivable, however it has another counterpart. An analogous property also holds true of strong iteration, despite the fact that it only has one induction rule.
6
Proposition 2.2 For any x in the carrier set of a gRA, the equations
hold.
7
Proof. The first claim is proved by
The reverse refinement of the second claim is proved exactly as the first, and
gives the other direction. As in the demonic refinement algebra [vW02] , we include unfolding (14) and induction (15) axioms for the strong iteration operator. Unlike the demonic refinement algebra and lazy omega algebra [M04] , general refinement algebra does not include the isolation axiom, x ω x * x ω , which states that a strong iteration may be decomposed into a simple choice between performing any finite or an infinite number of iterations: this property is not satisfied by probabilistic-nor angelic-programs [MH06] .
Although the primary focus of this paper is performing total correctness reasoning, we do not exclude discussions of the weak-iteration operator, since it may (in some circumstances) be applied when it is reasonable to assume that an iteration is terminating (see [MCM06, MH06] ). In Sect. 8.1 we show how weak iteration, via the new scc. gRA axiom (20), plays an important role in the derivation of a data refinement rule for probabilistic action systems.
Healthiness conditions
In this section we introduce "healthiness conditions" to the algebra. The healthiness conditions are stated in a fashion that would correspond to defining them in a point-free way in the expectation-transformer model, that is without going down to the level of expectations.
We thus say that an element x is conjunctive if it satisfies
for any y and z in the carrier set. As mentioned in the previous section, conjunctivity is not satisfied by all probabilistic programs. It is, however, satisfied by a large subset of these: the programs which do not include probabilistic (nor angelic) choices. When it is reasonable to take conjunctivity as an assumption, many useful transformation rules which would otherwise not hold, may be verified. Also, we say that an element x is continuous if the condition
holds for any y, z , u and v in the carrier set (the bound variable n also ranges over the carrier set). The condition is closely related to the fusion lemma of fixpoint theory. So, continuity is, in a certain sense, here defined via the fusion lemma (see Appendix A). To define continuity in the familiar fashion, we would need an operator for expressing unbounded angelic choice, and this is not readily available in the present framework. Continuity is required in order to prove some useful commutativity rules for iterations.
Guards and assertions
We now introduce guards and assertions into the algebra. Guards are to be seen as statements that check if a predicate holds and skip if this is the case, otherwise behave like magic. Guards must be introduced slightly differently in general refinement algebra than in demonic refinement algebra, since not every element is conjunctive but we still want guards to satisfy conjunctivity. Hence, along the lines of Solin [Sol06] , an element g of the carrier set that
• is conjunctive and • has a conjunctive complementḡ satisfying gḡ ḡg and g ḡ 1 is called a guard. The first guard equation in the second condition says that either a predicate or its negation holds, and therefore a sequential composition of a guard and its complement will always result in a miracle. The second guard equation says that a demon will always be able to make the program skip when choosing between a guard and the guard's complement. It can be established that the guards form a Boolean algebra over ( , ; ,¯, 1, ), where is meet, ; is join,¯is complement, 1 is the least element, and is the greatest element [vW02] . Every guard is defined to have a corresponding assertion
and so • is a mapping from guards to a subset of the carrier set: the set of assertions. Assertions work in the same way as guards, except that they abort if the predicate does not hold. If the predicate does not hold, then a demon would choose the left hand side of the demonic choice: the negated guard would skip and the whole program abort (which is what a demon wants). If, on the other hand, the predicate holds, then a demon would choose the right hand side, since otherwise the negated guard would do magic and the demon would lose (the demon could then no longer establish abortion).
Note that
can be shown equivalent to (29). It is easy to show that
holds for any assertion g 1 • and any guard g 2 [vW02] . The properties
are also easy to prove and will be used later on. As already mentioned, gRA specifically requires that guards are conjunctive, which differs from dRA in which all elements by axiomatisation are conjunctive. On the other hand, the derivation
{⊥ is left-annihilating (17), idempotence (6) and commutativity (4)} g⊥ x ḡ⊥ y {⊥ is left-annihilating (17)} g⊥x x ḡ⊥y y {distributivity (11) and assertion definition (29)} g
proves that the conjunctivity of assertions follows from the conjunctivity of guards.
Enabledness and termination
Solin and von Wright have extended the demonic refinement algebra with operators for determining when elements of the carrier set are enabled or terminating [SvW06] , in a similar way to which Desharnais, Möller and Struth added a domain operator to Kleene algebra [DMS06] . Here we include these operators in gRA and describe how they may be given an interpretation for probabilistic programs.
Enabledness
The enabledness operator is a unary operator that maps a carrier-set element of a gRA to a guard that satisfies the axioms
We will call a gRA with an enabledness operator a gRAe.
The probabilistic program intuition of x is that it returns a guard that skips in those states from which x is not miraculous with probability one. That is to say, x checks whether the program is certainly disabled or not. The first axiom, (33), thus says that a program is equal to the same program preceded by a guard that checks if it is not certainly disabled: if the program is not certainly disabled, the guard skips and then executes the program, if the program is certainly disabled (that is, it is will perform a miracle with probability one), the guard will not hold and thus the whole program will do magic. The other axioms can be interpreted similarly.
The definition of enabledness is the same as that used to describe the domain operator in Kleene algebra with domain [DMS06] , and the enabledness operator in the demonic refinement algebra [SvW06] . A stronger enabledness operator satisfying also the axiom
has also been considered in demonic refinement algebra [SvW06] and other places [Ehm03] . Axiom (36) does not hold in our probabilistic context (cf. Appendix A, Example A.2). Let us consider why this is the case. Property (36) states that the least element ⊥ is able to right-annihilate any part of an element x which is enabled. This is not valid in our probabilistic interpretation of the enabledness operator, since an "enabled" program may still be miraculous with some probability greater than zero, and ⊥ may not annihilate this miraculous part of the program. (The interested reader may wish to refer to Sect. 8.1 for an example of how this algebraic difference affects a practical program transformation rule.) The properties (x y) x y and (37)
can be shown to hold by similar proofs as for the domain operator in [DMS06] , taking into consideration that guards are conjunctive. Given the assumption that the state space is finite, enabledness operators which satisfy axioms (33-35) may be defined in both our motivating expectation-transformer models. Interestingly however, for the case when the state space is infinite, satisfaction of axiom (35) is lost for the class of dually nondeterministic transformers (cf. Appendix A, Example A.1).
We show how the enabledness operator may be used to express and reason about probabilistic action systems in Sect. 8.
Termination
We define the termination operator τ to be a unary operator that maps a carrier-set element of gRA to an assertion that satisfies
τ (x τ y) τ (xy) and (41)
We call a gRA with termination gRAt, and a gRA with enabledness and termination gRAet. The intuition behind the probabilistic interpretation of the termination operator is similar to that for enabledness. For an element x , τ x denotes an assertion which checks whether a program does not certainly abort-that is, it has some non-zero chance of not aborting. Let us look at the first property. It says that any program x is equal to a program consisting of an assertion that first checks that x will not certainly fail (will not abort) and then executes x : if x certainly fails, then the assertion fails so the composite program aborts, whereas if x does not certainly fail, then the assertion skips and x gets executed.
We use the same definition of termination as is taken in demonic refinement algebra [SvW06] . Similar to the enabledness operator, the additional axiom
has also been included in definitions of termination in demonic refinement algebra [SvW06] . This axiom is so strong that the other termination axioms may indeed be derived from it [SvW06] . Property (43) is not valid in our motivating models for a similar reason to why enabledness property (36) is not suitable. Given the assumption that the state space is finite, termination operators which satisfy axioms (39-42) may be defined in both our motivating expectation-transformer models. For the case when the state space is infinite, satisfaction of axiom (41) 
may be verified in gRAt by
and is used in the proof of a data refinement theorem in Sect. 8.
Limitations of the algebra
We have chosen to work with the general refinement algebra because of its simplicity and generality. However, with generality comes some limitations. In this section we attempt to give an brief overview of some of these constraints.
First, it is evident that we cannot perform explicit reasoning about probabilistic choices. Although, as identified in the introduction, many fundamental transformation theorems only require implicit reasoning about this operator. Further investigations into probabilistic extensions to gRA may be found [MH08a] . The work here is foundational to such extensions.
Another more subtle point is that since the algebra allows us to capture similarities between probabilistic program models that both may, and may not, contain angelic choices, algebraic properties that are specific to the more restrictive model can certainly not be verified in the algebra. So, what are some of these important differences that can be expressed in the algebra, and what impact do they have on our ability to reason about probabilistic program transformations?
The algebraic differences between our two motivating probabilistic models-which can be expressed without the use of the probabilistic choice operator-tend to be rather subtle. For instance, consider the following implication,
where x and guards p and q are elements from the carrier set. Condition pxq describes a total correctness assertion which has equivalent formulations (px xq) ⇔ (pxq xq) ⇔ (p⊥ xq) and pxq px embodies what we refer to as a weak correctness assertion, which may be expressed equivalently as
in gRA. 8 Given a program interpretation, the total correctness assertion can be taken to mean that from an initial state in which p holds, program x can be guaranteed to terminate in a state satisfying q; while the weak correctness assertion states that from an initial state in which p holds, x may either fail to terminate or it must reach a state in which q holds.
In the nondeterministic expectation-transformer model property (45) holds, but in the dually nondeterministic model, it does not-see Appendix A.3. This means that (45) cannot be derived in gRA, and may be used as evidence that gRA is not complete for our non-angelic motivating model.
Another important difference between the angelic and non-angelic probabilistic models is that, for the non-angelic model, certain termination of a strong iteration statement x ω , guarantees that x ω can be equated with x * . In the algebra this may be expressed by
This property also does not hold in general in the angelic model [MH08b] .
8 These equivalences may be justified using the same arguments as those employed by von Wright in dRA [vW02] .
Interestingly, these algebraic differences are rarely required to verify transformation rules for non-angelic probabilistic programs, and so we prefer to take them as assumptions where required, rather than to jeopardise the generality of the algebra-and therefore our results-by specialising it further. (For interest, we demonstrate a place where (45) may be useful in Sect. 8.1. Property (46) could, for example, be used in practice to simplify assumptions to the propositions that appear later in Sect. 8.2.3.) This incompleteness result does not undermine the usefulness of the algebra: the general refinement algebra provides a simple and clear way to explain key features of probabilistic programs and to reduce the verification of complex theorems down to simpler properties which may then, if necessary, be verified in a chosen model itself.
Basic algebraic properties
In this section we summarise some basic properties of the algebra which will be used in subsequent proofs. Many of these results have been employed by Meinicke and Hayes [MH06, MH08b] in a concrete-algebraic setting.
For any x and y, and guard g in the carrier set of a gRA
hold. Decomposition (47) and leapfrog property (48) have already been verified in gRA [vW04] , and the others are simple to derive.
Commutativity properties
For any x and y in the carrier set of a gRA the following commutativity properties hold:
yx zy ⇒ y ω x zy ω , provided x is conjunctive.
Assuming continuity of x we can for example see that (57) holds since, for any n, Note that since (59) is a generalisation of (22), property (59) and (20) are actually equivalent in gRA.
Basic separation and reduction theorem
The derivation of more complex separation and reduction theorems for probabilistic action systems, requires us to understand the situations under which we can decompose an iteration (x y) ω to a simpler form x ω y ω , in which element x and y are iterated without interference from each other. As in probabilistic Kleene algebra [MW05] , the equivalent theorem for weak iteration,
is derivable in scc. gRA. The corresponding theorem for strong iteration [MH08b] requires the use of control variables. Here we simplify the proof from [MH08b] , replaying it in an abstract algebraic setting. First we explain how we reason about control variables in the abstract algebra, and then we present and verify the basic separation and reduction theorem for strong iteration.
Control variables in the abstract algebra. When reasoning about program transformations it is often necessary to introduce and reason about control variables (see for example [Koz97, PK00, vW02] ). In our context, a control variable may be manipulated using three elements of the carrier set: a guard g, which checks to see if the control variable is set or unset, and elements n and m, which are used, respectively, to set and unset the control variable. Formally, we say that (g, n, m) are control elements if g is a guard, n and m are continuous and conjunctive and n ng, (61) m mḡ and (62) m mm.
Intuitively, the first two conditions describe the fact that n switches on the control variable, and m switches it off. The third equivalence then says that repeatedly switching off the variable has the same effect as performing the statement once. Such control elements are to be used in the context of a program that is comprised of a number of elements x i , for i in some finite set I , which do not refer directly to the control variable. We say that control elements (g, n, m) do not interfere with elements
In the following theorems we implicitly make the extra assumption that given control statements (g, n, m), which do not interfere with the elements in x and y, nxm nym implies that x y. This is reasonable for program models in which m and n manipulate variables which do not occur free in x and y.
The basic theorem. The following theorem is phrased in a similar way to (60), although-since we are reasoning about possibly infinite iterations-we must replace the occurrence of 1 in (x 1) with an element m, whose behaviour is disjoint from x . This is required in order to disallow y from possibly enabling a behaviour of x which is equivalent to 1. This extra constraint is necessary since infinite iterations of 1 are synonymous with ⊥. 
The proof proceeds as follows: Using commutativity properties (56) and (57), we then have that this last refinement holds if either the first or second set of hypotheses are assumed.
Probabilistic action systems
This section comprises an application of the refinement algebra to probabilistic action systems. Action systems can be used for reasoning about parallel or distributed systems in which concurrent behaviour is modelled by interleaving atomic actions [BKS83] . Probabilistic action systems extend action systems to account also for probabilistic behaviour, in that the actions are allowed to be probabilistic programs [ST96] . An action system
is an iteration of a set of actions x 1 , ..., x n that terminates when none of the actions are enabled, that is to say, the iteration continues as long as any action is enabled. In the abstract algebra, we encode an action system as a strong iteration of a demonic choice between n actions and we express the termination condition with the aid of the enabledness operator [SvW06, BvW99, MH06] :
The strong-iteration operator allows us to model action systems in tune with our urge for total-correctness: we allow infinite iterations to be expressed.
Program refinement
Two transformation rules that have been discussed in the literature on algebraic reasoning about program refinement are action-system leapfrog and decomposition. In this section we consider these rules from our current probabilistic abstract-algebraic perspective. We begin with the leapfrog rule.
Proposition 8.1
For elements x and y in the carrier set of a gRAe, if 
This can be verified in the abstract algebra by the action system definition, isotony, the assumption, and leapfrog (48).
In dRAe, condition (72) may be shown to always hold [SvW06] , but this does not hold true in gRAe (see [MH08b] for a counter example). Condition (72) can be proved in gRAe just like in dRAe [SvW06] if conjunctivity (27) of x is assumed. However, it is not necessary to assume conjunctivity: it is enough to assume that, for all guards p and q, x satisfies
i.e. (45), which is valid in our non-angelic motivating model. Indeed, the proposition then holds since with the assumption the proof from [SvW06] can be followed in detail. We now turn to the decomposition of action systems. This may be proved just like in [SvW06] . The condition x (x do y od) is true if (do y od) 1, as shown by
If the property
i.e. the enabledness axiom that we exclude from out definition (36), is able to be assumed for y, then the condition (do y od) 1 can always be shown to hold [SvW06] . Interestingly, (do y od) 1 may not be derived using only the gRA axioms and the restricted definition of enabledness. Consider the following example from our motivating model:
The action body is always enabled and so it must always continue execution. Each time the action body skip 1 2 ⊕ magic executes it has a non-zero probability of performing magic, and so if it iterates forever, it eventually executes magic with probability one.
Data refinement
During the derivation of a program, the process of refining a so-called abstract program by a so-called concrete program that uses a different data representation is called data refinement. For probabilistic programs y, z and x , the program y is said to be data refined by z through x if either xy zx or yx xz .
In the first instance, the probabilistic program x can be seen to represent a (probabilistic) mapping from the concrete state of z to the abstract state of y, and in the second x can be seen to represent a (probabilistic) mapping from the abstract state of y to the concrete state of z . We refer to data refinement in the first instance as upward simulation, and downward simulation in the second instance.
Downward simulation
Probabilistic action systems have a downward simulation data-refinement rule, given by do y od; x x ; do z od provided ( y)
• yx x ( z )
• z and
x z yx
hold, that is, provided ( y)
• y is downwards data refined by ( z )
• z through x , and provided z is upwards data refined by y through x . To prove this, we first establish a general commutativity property.
Proposition 8.3
For any x , y and z in the carrier set and g 1 and g 2 in the guard set of a gRA we have that
Proof. This property was first proved in the concrete expectation-transformer algebra by Meinicke and Hayes [MH06] . We here show how their proof can be given as a smooth and transparent derivation in gRA: first, we have that
That the antecedent follows from the assumptions is settled by
ω g 2 g 1 x g 2 {guards form a Boolean algebra, axioms (9) and (5)
The data refinement rule then follows in gRAe by setting g 1 to be y, setting g 2 to be z , and taking the first enabledness axiom (33) into account.
Upward simulation
An upward simulation data-refinement rule for probabilistic action systems x ; do y od do z od; x can be shown to hold in gRAet assuming that x is continuous, and that xy zx and
hold, that is, assuming that y is upwards data refined by z through x , and assuming that (τ y) y is upwards data refined by z through x . The first condition constrains the loop body y to be data refined by z , the second constrains the termination of the loops: it states that z may only be disabled when y either aborts or is disabled:
x ; do y od {action system encoding and Property (44)} xy ω (τ y) y {assumptions x continuous, xy zx and (57)} z ω x (τ y) y {assumption x (τ y) y z x and action system definition} do z od; x .
General simulation
Unlike both the upward and downward simulation rules that have been presented, the following simulation rules allows data refinements to be verified between action systems in which finite sequences of stuttering steps have been added or removed-so a direct correspondence between the actions is not required. Since the sequences of stuttering steps are assumed to be finite, the verification of these rules requires reasoning about both weak and strong iterations. For the downward simulation rule, the finite-iteration assumption allows us to use the weak iteration axiom (20) from scc. gRA, for which there is no counterpart for strong iteration. Axiom (20) is actually required to prove this rule, and so it is valid in scc. gRAe, but not gRAe.
The general downward simulation rule (from [MH08b] ) states that do y od; x x ; do z od provided y y y , z z z , y ω y * , z ω z * , and
We refer to y and z as the stuttering actions, and y and z as the nonstuttering actions. The proof of Meinicke and Hayes [MH08b] may then be expressed as a derivation in gRAe.
It is sufficient to show that the conditions
hold, since then we can derive do y od; x {action system encoding and assumption y y y } (y y ) ω yx {decomposition (47) and guards refine 1 (31)} y ω ( yy y ω ) ω yx {assumptions (80), (81) and y
Condition (79) may be shown to hold given (76) and (59).
Assuming (79) and (77), (80) can be shown to hold by ( y)
• y y * x {(50)} ( y)
• y y * y * x {assumption (79)} ( y)
• y y
Conditions (81) and (78) 
Atomicity refinement
Separation and reduction theorems, or atomicity refinement theorems may be used to simplify the development and analysis of concurrent or distributed systems by describing the conditions under which it is safe to assume that certain sequences of operations are executed without interference from other actions. In this section we derive a new version of Back's atomicity refinement theorem [Bac89, BvW99] , which is valid for probabilistic action systems.
First we present two new general purpose theorems, and then we show how they may be applied to verify more specific atomicity refinement theorems for probabilistic action systems. The first theorem is presented in a similar way to the non-probabilistic generalisation of Back's atomicity refinement theorem which appears in [Coh00] .
General purpose theorems
The first theorem we present may be used to describe when an iteration p(py py pl prp) ωp in which action y is not interrupted by actions l and r when it is in its critical section p, may be replaced by an iteration p(y l r ) ωp in which executions of y when it is in its critical section, p, may be interleaved with the other actions l and r . The first two assumptions in this theorem state that action l cannot enable p (85), and that r cannot disable it (86). Commutativity assumptions (87-91) then specify that l must be able to commute to the left over the other actions, and that r must be able to commute to the right over y when it is in its critical section. The additional constraints (91) and (92) are also needed in order to verify that l and r can be shifted to the left and right, respectively, when y is in its critical section.
The main difference to the non-probabilistic versions of this theorem [BvW99, Coh00] is that we do not make conjunctivity assumptions on the actions, so as not to exclude the possibility that these actions may include probabilistic choices. As a result, the commutativity assumptions are expressed in a way which is compatible with the basic separation and reduction Proposition 7.1. The following results are referred to in the above proof. First we have that for any finite set of elements {i : 0..N • y i },
This follows from right subdistributivity (10), the assumption (∀ i : 0..N • xy i y i x ), isotony and left distributivity (11). The previous theorem may be generalised further to deal with a scenario where we have an extra action e, an environment action, which excludes the critical section of y (95), in addition to not being able to enable the critical section of y (96). 
Atomicity refinement rules for action systems

Concluding remarks and outlook
In this article we have investigated and developed the theory of a very general algebra which may be used to identify commonalities between a range of program models. Importantly, the algebra contains operators for reasoning about both finite and possibly infinite iterations, which means that it may be useful for reasoning about reactive systems, as well as non-reactive programs with a total-correctness semantics. We have particularly emphasised the role that the general refinement algebra can play in reasoning about probabilistic programs. The algebra describes core features of probabilistic programs which may be used to explain and verify a range of practical transformation theorems in a model-independent way. This work may be seen as an extension of the earlier work of McIver et al. [MW05, MCM06] and Meinicke and Hayes [MH06, MH08b] . In their work, McIver et al. [MW05, MCM06] used a similar algebra, probabilistic Kleene algebra, for reasoning about a separation and reduction theorem for probabilistic programs. Unlike our work, theirs only considers finite iterations. Meinicke and Hayes [MH06, MH08b] used algebraic methods to reason about probabilistic program transformations using possibly infinite iterations, however they worked within a chosen probabilistic model. In this work we have lifted some of the key findings of Meinicke and Hayes to an abstract algebraic level: incorporating them into a more general theory, thereby demonstrating their validity over a range of models. We have also derived new results in the algebra. In particular we have specified and verified separation and reduction theorems which are applicable to probabilistic programs. As well as emphasising the benefits of reasoning about probabilistic programs using such a simple algebra, we have explained its limitations. 
A.3. Total and weak correctness assertions
In this section we verify that the property (45) holds for any nondeterministic one-bounded expectation transformer S , and predicates p and q, and we explain why it does not necessarily hold if S is dually nondeterministic.
First we observe that, for the nondeterministic expectation transformers, the algebraic total and weak correctness properties magic 
Proof. This proof uses the property (recall the equivalences from Sect. 6) 
Assume that S is a nondeterministic expectation transformer. First, to prove (101) it can be seen that To prove property (102) we show the more general result that for any expectation transformer S and expectations φ and ψ, we have that As for the isotone predicate transformers [vW04] , this property does not hold for the dually nondeterministic expectation transformers: when S is dually nondeterministic, property (102) from Theorem A.4 continues to hold but (101) is-in general-lost. Consider S df x : 1 x : 2, p True, q (λ σ • σ.x 1). The reason that this relationship is lost is that assertions of the form [p]; S ; [q] [p]; S fail to accurately represent weak-correctness assertions (involving predicates) in the angelic models.
